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How? KMb/KT strategies

▪How you will mobilize/translate

▪Remember - think of your knowledge users 
when selecting strategies!



KMb/KT strategies

▪ Products
▪ Blog
▪ Newsletter
▪ Fact sheet
▪ FAQ
▪ Article (journal, news)
▪ Press release
▪ Research summary
▪ Webinar
▪ Podcast
▪ Website content
▪ Educational materials
▪ Toolkit

▪ Video

▪ Events
▪ Conferences
▪ Forum/Panel/Debate
▪ Workshop
▪ Media event
▪ Presentation

▪ Networks
▪ Discussion board
▪ Online forum
▪ Social media
▪ Communities of Practice



‐
Source: https://www.krichsportandrec.com/_files/ugd/
4b33b8_78d99f44a4584e2c979df81e3d47d27c.pdf 
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Source: https://www.dailyinfographic.com/10-places-
to-see-before-theyre-gone-infographic 

Source: https://www.dailyinfographic.com/the-healing-
power-of-cat-purrs-infographic 
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Infographic resources

▪ Lankow, J., Ritchie, J., & Crooks, R. (2012). Infographics: 
The power of visual storytelling. John Wiley & Sons.

▪ Mc Sween-Cadieux, E., Chabot, C., Fillol, A., Saha, T., & 
Dagenais, C. (2021). Use of infographics as a health-related 
knowledge translation tool: protocol for a scoping review. 
BMJ open, 11(6), e046117.

▪ Provvidenza, C. F., Hartman, L. R., Carmichael, J., & Reed, 
N. (2019). Does a picture speak louder than words? The role 
of infographics as a concussion education strategy. Journal 
of visual communication in medicine, 42(3), 102-113.

▪ Smiciklas, M. (2012). The power of infographics: Using 
pictures to communicate and connect with your audiences. 
Que Publishing.



Research summaries/Plain-language 
summaries

▪  “synopsis of research findings written in an easily understandable 
way, so that even lay audience would grasp the content” (Gudi, 
Tiwari and Panjwani, 2021, p.1). 

▪ Summaries of research findings and potential implications in clear 
and concise terms and examples

▪ May be an effective tool - research is limited

▪ Gudi, S. K., Tiwari, K. K., & Panjwani, K. (2021). Plain‐language 
summaries: An essential component to promote knowledge 
translation. International Journal of Clinical Practice, 75(6), 
e14140.

▪ Phipps, D., Jensen, K., Johnny, M., & Myers, G. (2013). A field 
note describing the development and dissemination of clear 
language research summaries for university-based knowledge 
mobilization. Scholarly and Research Communication, 4(1).



https://brocku.ca/niagara-community-observatory/namln/


▪ https://sirc.ca/blog/ 

▪ https://sirc.ca/blog/sport-organization-adaptation/

https://sirc.ca/blog/
https://sirc.ca/blog/sport-organization-adaptation/


Resilience Through Adaptation: How
Sport Organizations Responded
During the COVID-19 Pandemic
March 17, 2021

by Kyle Rich, Kerri Bodin, Kristen Morrison, Karen Lawford, and Sheranne Fairley

Directions from public health organizations during the COVID-19 pandemic drastically altered the sport

sector, causing many sport decision makers to reconsider what their organization does and how they do it.

Although the full scope of the short- and long-term impacts are yet to be seen, some organizations have not

survived. Others have used this period as a time to adapt their operations, develop, and incorporate new

ideas.

Documenting how decision makers have adapted to this unprecedented crisis provides important insights

about the adaptive capacity of sport organizations.

Why adaptive capacity matters

Adapting to crises requires sport organizations to undergo a dynamic process of learning, modiOcation, and

responsive decision making to ePectively respond to a changing, unpredictable environment (Filo, et al.,

2015). Adaptive capacity is “the ability of systems, institutions, humans, and other organisms to adjust to

potential damage, to take advantage of opportunities, or to respond to consequences’’ (Pachauri & Meyer,

2014, p.118) and is intertwined with the concept of organizational resilience. Broadly deOned, organizational

resilience is the process through which an organization reacts to a period of stress or uncertainty and

emerges from that challenging time as a stronger and more resourceful organization (Gallopin, 2006; Vogus &

SutcliPe, 2007). Adaptations are the changes that organizations make that ultimately facilitate the resilience

process.

Due to the widespread and unprecedented impacts of COVID-19 on the sport system, our research team

sought to examine how sport organizations in Ontario adapted to the pandemic to better understand adaptive

capacity and resilience. We spoke to representatives from several provincial sport organizations (PSOs) and

community sport organizations (CSOs) in May of 2020, during which time organizations were in the process

of making adaptations. Below, we share some re`ections on our Ondings and the associated implications.

Adaptation is a Fuid process

In early March 2020, new information about public health

measures and COVID-19 response programs rapidly emerged.

Some sport decision makers responded by temporarily closing

their programs and facilities; moving programming outdoors

and using new or diPerent equipment to reduce the likelihood of

transmission; implementing additional sanitizing, social

distancing, and other health and safety measures; and providing

diPerent options for members to socialize and engage with sport

organizations. As CSOs adapted programming based on

guidance from their governing bodies and local health departments, they discovered adaptation was not a

one-oP, singular, or linear activity. Rather, the adaptations were part of a `uid process that involved constant

review of guidelines and prior learning to respond to the evolving public health crisis.

Lesson #1: Decision makers within sport organizations should be nimble, `exible, and creative in how they

adapt to a volatile environment to remain resilient.  

Sport organizations are beholden to multiple systems and
stakeholders

Community sport organizations are part of Canada’s complex sport system and are also beholden to the

municipal and provincial/territorial governments in which they operate. Thus, CSOs take direction from both

sport and government entities.

Some sport organizations could access federal and/or provincial wage subsidies and loans because of income

loss from the pandemic. Some also beneOted from close relationships with their corresponding municipalities.

For example, CSO decision makers could request direct or easily accessible rent relief arrangements for

municipal facilities. The adaptations of these organizations were supported by relationships with municipal

governments.

Lesson #2: Sport decision makers should have a clear understanding of the environment in which they

operate—including knowledge of the key systems and stakeholders. Creating and maintaining strong

relationships with key stakeholders can result in support to the organization in diecult times.

Organizational purpose matters

While some sport organizations cautiously opted to shut down completely, others adapted by providing virtual

programming (e.g., online training, esports leagues, informal happy hours, homework clubs). If or how the

organization adapted its activities to satisfy members was determined by how decision makers deOned the

purpose of the organization.

For some sport organizations, primarily providing social

experiences to members was key. These organizations were

able to continue operations by providing alternative

opportunities for members to socialize—with or without

sport programming (Peloton ride and virtual wine and

cheese, anyone?). Organizations that primarily provided

recreation opportunities and relied on volunteers often

opted to cease operating. Although this meant a break in

programming and the potential loss of members, in many

cases these organizations experienced little Onancial risk.

Larger organizations with professionalized operations, on the other hand, were likely to adapt and engage with

members in creative and interesting ways, which were partly driven by a need to satisfy their memberships

and maintain revenue.

Lesson #3: Having a clearly articulated vision of an organization’s core purpose was helpful in streamlining

and prioritizing decision making and adaptation. Sport organizations play many roles beyond just providing

sport participation opportunities, so pivoting to non-sport programming may be an appropriate and

productive adaptation.

Timing is important

The timing of adaptations was also an important consideration. The initial shut-down led to some drastic

measures, such as the cancellation of provincial championships with athletes already on site. Sports that were

in their oP-season in March were able to think, consider, and adapt in a more proactive way. The timing of

sport seasons was also relevant for organizations with multi-sport facilities (e.g., curling and golf clubs). These

organizations were not able to push back seasons or adapt timelines as easily, particularly for seasonal sports

relying on the weather.

The timing of adaptation was particularly important when resources were involved. For example, cancelled

fundraising tournaments were a major hit to many organizations’ Onances. Timing therefore intersects with

adaptation because it relates to Oscal management and the opportunity an organization does (or does not)

have to adapt and recover.

Lesson #4: Each sport and organization will have unique circumstances based on time, location, resources,

and capacity. Adaptations should re`ect these unique circumstances. In particular, decision makers should be

aware of how the timing of adaptation and the seasonality of their organization will impact the outcomes of

their adaptations.

The past year has been a tremendous learning experience for many organizations and policy makers.

Organizations – and indeed the entire sport system – have demonstrated resilience in many ways. These

processes are wrapped up in adaptations, complex environments, identities, and timing. As the sport sector

continues to adapt and strives for resilience, we hope these insights provoke some thoughts for organizers

regarding how they can plan and adapt for uncertainty in the future.
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Policy papers

▪ “a policy paper is a research piece focusing on a specific 
policy issue that provides clear recommendations for policy 
makers” (Scotten, 2011, slide 3)

▪ Share knowledge/research on a policy issue with policy 
makers

▪ Inform policy maker’s decisions 

▪ Plain language

▪ Accompanied by a research summary

▪ Not always government

▪ Also research-based resources to support development of 
policies … 



Sport policy

▪ https://sirc.ca/canadian-sport-policies/ 

https://sirc.ca/canadian-sport-policies/
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Concussion in Sport Resources
Know the facts about concussion in sport. Discover innovative tools and

resources to support your organization, inform your practices with evidence

and ultimately keep your athletes safer.

“The athletes’ safety is a top priority for me as the Minister of Sport. To raise awareness about concussions, to prevent
them and to manage them, we need every sport partner to take concrete measures. Since April 2021, all nationally
funded sport organizations are mandated to have a concussion policy to ensure athletes’ safety.”

– The Honourable Pascale St-Onge, Minister of Sport and Minister responsible for the Economic Development Agency of Canada for the Regions of
Quebec, January 2022

CONCUSSION RESEARCH
Research and evidence underpin Canada’s strategy on managing and preventing sport-
related concussions. This hub makes it easy for sport organizations to do more with
research, identifying the latest 'ndings from trusted knowledge sources and translating it
into usable formats.

Concussion in Sport Symposium 2022: Demonstrating Canadian Leadership

Key Topics

Latest Research

Test Your Concussion Knowledge

COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Use evidence-informed tools to properly manage and prevent concussions in your sport.
SIRC’s toolkit includes trusted educational programs; and dissemination tools such as
posters, videos and other marketing materials to reach your members. Discover tools for
all participants, from coaches, athletes, parents, referees and more.

The 4 R’s: Steps to a Safe Recovery

We Are Headstrong

Educational Programs and Tools

Videos

PROTOCOLS & POLICIES
The protocols and policies governing Canadian sport organizations are based on the same
set of evidence, ensuring a consistent and harmonized approach. This hub oLers access to
protocols and policies at the national level, while oLering the tools and templates needed
to create your own.

Concussion Protocols

Concussion Policies

Build your Concussion Protocol

Build your Concussion Policy

BEST PRACTICES & INSPIRATION
Thanks to the leadership of Canadian sport leaders, there is no shortage of concussion
success stories in Canadian sport. Using evidence-informed tools and strategies, many
organizations have created unique, innovative and eLective approaches to concussion
management and prevention in their sport. SIRC is sharing some of these stories to inspire
further change.

Sports Leading the Way

Coach Inspiration

Provincial & Territorial Impact

Canada’s Concussion Roadmap
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Build your Concussion Policy
SIRC, along with knowledge mobilization partner Parachute, put together a handy checklist for national sport organizations to develop their

concussion policies.

Related Tools

Concussion Protocols Concussion Policies Build your Concussion Protocol

Last updated on May 5, 2022
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Policy papers

▪ Glover, D. J. (2002). What makes a good" policy paper"?: ten 
examples. EEPSEA special paper/IDRC. Regional Office for 
Southeast and East Asia, Economy and Environment Program for 
Southeast Asia. https://idl-bnc-idrc.dspacedirect.org/bitstream/
handle/10625/27168/118102.pdf 

▪ Herman, L. (2013). Tips for Writing Policy Papers. Stanford Law 
School. https://www-cdn.law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/
2015/04/White-Papers-Guidelines.pdf 

▪ Political Science Guide. (2017, July 12). Policy Paper | A Political 
Science Guide. A Political Science Guide | For students, 
researchers and others interested in doing the work of political 
science. https://politicalscienceguide.com/home/policy-paper/ 

▪ Scotten, A. (2011). Writing Effective Policy Papers. Translating 
Academic Knowledge into Policy Solutions [PowerPoint slides]. 
University of Arizona. https://cmes.arizona.edu/sites/
cmes.arizona.edu/files/Effective%20Policy%20Paper%20Writing.pdf 

https://idl-bnc-idrc.dspacedirect.org/bitstream/handle/10625/27168/118102.pdf
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Whiteboard videos

Evans, M. [DocMikeEvans]. (2011, December 16). Concussions 101, a Primer for Kids and Parents 
[Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCCD52Pty4A 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCCD52Pty4A


Whiteboard videos

ParticipACTION. (2018, June 19). 2018 ParticipACTION Report Card: The Brain + Body Equation 
[Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0zB29eXw80 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0zB29eXw80


Video

University of Waterloo Faculty of Health. (2018, March 14). Social Responsibility In Community 
Sport [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wiImqjnChM&t=1s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wiImqjnChM&t=1s


Video

Sveinson, K. & Toffoletti, K. (2022). What Makes Sport Spectating Family-Friendly? A 
Phenomenological Study of Mothers’ Sport Fan Game-Day Experiences [Video]. LinkedIn. https://
www.linkedin.com/posts/katie-sveinson-097782192_are-family-friendly-game-day-experiences-
activity-6985308166318137344-2ccn?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/katie-sveinson-097782192_are-family-friendly-game-day-experiences-activity-6985308166318137344-2ccn?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/katie-sveinson-097782192_are-family-friendly-game-day-experiences-activity-6985308166318137344-2ccn?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop


Fun examples

▪

Rolighetsteorin. (2009, October 7). Piano stairs - TheFunTheory.com - Rolighetsteorin.se [Video]. 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lXh2n0aPyw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lXh2n0aPyw


Social media

▪ Very broad KMb/KT strategy

▪ Numerous types of social media and platforms - 
ways for platforms to be used

▪ Reibling, S. (2015). Effective Use of Social Media For 
Knowledge Mobilization [Presentation]. Knowledge 
Mobilization Institute Summer School 2015. https://
www.slideshare.net/sreibling/reibling-effective-use-of-
social-media-for-knowledge-mobilization  

https://www.slideshare.net/sreibling/reibling-effective-use-of-social-media-for-knowledge-mobilization
https://www.slideshare.net/sreibling/reibling-effective-use-of-social-media-for-knowledge-mobilization
https://www.slideshare.net/sreibling/reibling-effective-use-of-social-media-for-knowledge-mobilization


Social media
▪Need to consider:
▪ Team
▪ Primary goals
▪ Audience
▪ Current conversation
▪ Selecting tools
▪ Content
▪ Measuring success/evaluation 
▪ Name and design



Social media
▪ Social media is not for every thing and social media is 

not for every one
▪ Do any partners/collaborators already have a social 

media presence that you could collaborate through?
▪ Perhaps your work is a social media campaign within 

an already existing network, rather than its own 
social media page
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Podcasts

▪Very popular

▪Don’t have to be a lot of work, but you do need the 
correct equipment

▪Need script - do not try to go without a script

▪ Individual research project should NEVER be a full 
podcast
▪ Episode
▪ “Season”

▪ Look for podcasts on your topic or ones that are about 
disseminating research in simple terms
▪Copeland, Stacey and McGregor, Hannah, "A Guide 

to Academic Podcasting" (2021). Books. 2. https://
scholars.wlu.ca/books/2  

https://scholars.wlu.ca/books/2
https://scholars.wlu.ca/books/2


Resources

▪ Piktochart, Canva, Infographia, Venngage

▪ A lot of other ones

▪ Choose what gives you the most control

▪ Software - Photoshop, Pages

▪ https://www.dailyinfographic.com

▪ Not always good

▪ “Trending infographics”

▪ Images

▪ Check trademark and copyright (or required attribution)

▪ https://thenounproject.com or https://unsplash.com 

▪ Videoscribe

▪ Communications staff at institution 

https://www.dailyinfographic.com
https://thenounproject.com
https://unsplash.com


Academic strategies

▪Publications
▪Open access within a year
▪Conferences
▪ Training with other researchers
▪Graphical abstract
▪Diagram Style
▪Visual Abstract Style
▪ Infographic Style
▪Comic Style



▪ Chapman, S. J., Grossman, R. C., FitzPatrick, M. E. B., 
& Brady, R. R. W. (2019). Randomized controlled trial 
of plain English and visual abstracts for disseminating 
surgical research via social media. Journal of British 
Surgery, 106(12), 1611-1616.

▪ Elsevier. (n.d.). Graphical abstracts. https://
www.elsevier.com/authors/tools-and-resources/visual-
abstract  

▪ Ibrahim, A. M., Lillemoe, K. D., Klingensmith, M. E., & 
Dimick, J. B. (2017). Visual abstracts to disseminate 
research on social media: a prospective, case-control 
crossover study. Annals of surgery, 266(6), e46-e48.

https://www.elsevier.com/authors/tools-and-resources/visual-abstract
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/tools-and-resources/visual-abstract
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/tools-and-resources/visual-abstract


Your turn!

https://jamboard.google.com/d/
1NR8UquKVCAaTz1w0L7Z600qv7DiOCQR7YjgDT36
NUEw/edit?usp=sharing 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1NR8UquKVCAaTz1w0L7Z600qv7DiOCQR7YjgDT36NUEw/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1NR8UquKVCAaTz1w0L7Z600qv7DiOCQR7YjgDT36NUEw/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1NR8UquKVCAaTz1w0L7Z600qv7DiOCQR7YjgDT36NUEw/edit?usp=sharing


Up next!

▪ 5 minute break

▪Key considerations



Additional Resources

▪ Bowen, S. J., & Graham, I. D. (2013). From knowledge 
translation to engaged scholarship: promoting research 
relevance and utilization. Archives of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation, 94(1), S3-S8.

▪ Boyd, D. M., & Ellison, N. B. (2007). Social network sites: 
Definition, history, and scholarship. Journal of computer‐
mediated Communication, 13(1), 210-230.

▪ Cooper, A. (2014). The use of online strategies and social 
media for research dissemination in education. Education 
Policy Analysis Archives/Archivos Analíticos de Políticas 
Educativas, 22, 1-24.

▪ Kajner, T. (2015). Construction and Mediation of the “Other” 
in Community-Engaged Scholarship: The Importance of Not-
Knowing. Engaged Scholar Journal: Community-Engaged 
Research, Teaching, and Learning, 1(1).



▪ Jayne Morrish

Knowledge Mobilization Officer, Lifespan Institute

jmorrish@brocku.ca


